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During 2014, families and communities across many western local government footprints are experiencing devastating change and challenges because of prolonged wide-
spread drought. As CentacareCQ has worked towards supporting communities and families to build resilience and maintain relationships in the Barcaldine, Blackall/Tambo, 
Barcoo, Longreach, Isaac and Central Highlands Local Government Areas, we have had the great privilege of  being invited to take images on drought impacted properties 
and hearing the stories of individuals, families and their communities as they deal “with a drought like this – a drought as our ancestors would say, the Mother of all Droughts.”

Many have said it has been “the toughest time of my life” however this drought “is drought where it creeps up slowly zapping the energy from you like the surrounds you live in.”

Our families and communities who are facing unwanted change and potential loss of lifestyle, livelihood and identity, while experiencing individual and relationship pressures 
due to financial stress caused by the drought spend their days “consumed by the weather and our animals and everything else seems to be on hold.”

The images in this calendar were taken on the drought impacted properties mentioned above and are a tribute to “life in drought” and CentacareCQ’s attempt to increase 
awareness and understanding of the impact of this “mother of all droughts” on our western communities. 

CentacareCQ’s program is part of the Australian Government’s drought assistance package.

If you or your family require information, support, referral, counselling or your communities require services to build resilience and maintain relationships 
Call 1300 523 985 - Friendly intake staff will support you through this process.

If you want to support our western communities go to www.centacare.net (Please make a Donation) 



Drought, when someone mentions the word drought most 
people immediately think of farmers and graziers.  Rightfully 
so, these are the first people to feel the impact of the 
prolonged dry, but it does not stop there. 

As people on the land slow down their spending, the effect 
then spreads in to town and small business start to suffer as 
well.  Drought affects everyone in some way, the drier it gets 
the more we all suffer, we are all in this together. 

Drought breaking rain does not come with the first storm and 
it does not rain money, but people do start to see a positive 
future, and start on the long road to recovery.

Life is not a perfect balance, there is always too much of 
some things and not enough of others.  Too much dry, not 
enough rain, then it swaps around.  Too many expenses, not 
enough money, but this does not always change.

Life in the outback - wouldn’t change it for quids !

Cr Joe Owens
Mayor

Longreach Regional Council

Drought...what next !

“Core of my heart my country, land of the rainbow gold
for flood and fire and famine, she pays us back three fold
over the thirsty paddocks, watch after many days
the flimsy veil of greenness, that thickens as we gaze.”
 
Queensland’s farming families are a tough mob. They have for 
generations made a living off the land and have stood the test 
of time through drought, floods and fire .They have learnt to
master what nature deems fit to throw at them over many 
years.
 
This time it has been so totally different. In our area we had 
the 2010/2011 floods, followed by horrific fires in 2012 and 
then a prolonged drought through to the present. This season 
will be, I believe the straw that breaks the camels back or the 
chance for graziers to re group for the long road back.
 
Never before have we had such a combination of industry 
pressures driving people to despair - the banning of live 
export, flood, fire and drought, the latter the worst in history in 
some cases.  The GFC, low commodity prices coupled with an 
extremely high dollar, the traumatic effect of pest animals (wild 
dogs) higher running costs and young people leaving the land, 
the decimation of land values.
 
Where there is life, there is hope. There have been isolated 
pockets of some rain. Stock prices have rebounded to new 
highs due to very tight supply. Now is time for all 
Governments, all industry bodies, all Government agencies 
and community to support our experts in the field, our farmers.

Cr Rob Chandler
Mayor

Barcaldine Regional Council

Drought…what next ?

One of the lessons we learn in rural and regional Queensland 
is that life is all about challenges and what can be thrown at 
us. So it was a few years and still raw in our memories the 
region was dealing with the impacts of floods…people on the 
land had lost stock, fences, equipment and their livelihood 
(income).  But we knew it had a silver lining at the end. A great 
season ahead and hopefully many more to come. 

But alas we now know how things can turnaround in the blink 
of an eye. What we now know is that the ravages of drought 
are upon us and so many either have some water and no feed 
or no feed and some water or neither. This is what people on 
the land are dealing with and so landholders have had to 
de-stock completely or try to keep some breeding stock and 
hope they can survive till the drought breaks.

This is reality meanwhile families suffer, young children work 
alongside their families helping Mum and Dad with the 
workload and life on the land is again trying their patience. 
Survival under these circumstances is also complicated by low 
commodity prices for stock and produce and a high Australian 
Dollar. All we can do is hope and pray that they will survive 
and be there to support the national, state and local 
economies at the end of the drought whenever that may be.   

Cr Peter Maguire
Mayor

Central Highlands Regional Council 
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awareness and understanding of the impact of this “mother of all droughts” on our western communities. 

CentacareCQ’s program is part of the Australian Government’s drought assistance package.

If you or your family require information, support, referral, counselling or your communities require services to build resilience and maintain relationships 
Call 1300 523 985 - Friendly intake staff will support you through this process.

If you want to support our western communities go to www.centacare.net (Please make a Donation) 


